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Encompass improvements that will ensure the airport’s safety, efficiency and capability to serve 
the community’s aviation needs

Optimize infrastructure and resources in an operationally, financially and environmentally 
sustainable manner

Enhance the passenger and customer experience through long range development actions

Define development plans that are scalable to respond to variations in demand over the 
planning horizon

Preserve flexibility to adapt to emerging and future technologies

Accommodate connectivity to various modes of transportation as components of airport 
development plans
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The Process

As we continue our Vision 2040 Master Planning process, we have revised our planning goals. This ensures 
that we develop a comprehensive, flexible development plan that addresses the study findings.
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Public Engagement
Public engagement is critical to the master plan process. 
Workshops are held throughout the process to provide 
the public opportunities to learn about the project and 
provide input. Upcoming workshops include: 

  Land Use: June 28

  Workshop 4: Fall 2016

Alternatives Definition Process
The findings of the master plan study passenger forecasts show that RDU is expected to experience 
steady growth through the year 2040. Using those findings, a host of development alternatives were 
created to help shape the future of RDU. The development of airport alternatives follows a methodical 
process and must meet specific guidelines, as noted below. 

Alternatives must: 

  Meet defined aeronautical needs

  Comply with FAA criteria

  Consider operational safety and efficiency

  Recognize hierarchy among facilities 

As composite alternatives are developed, each potential major group of projects defines the next. 
Planners start with airfield considerations and then move along through the hierarchy below. The final 
alternative, which will be selected in Fall 2016, will showcase planned projects for airfield, terminals, 
landside, general aviation and cargo and support services. 
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For the most recent presentations and more information, visit vision2040.rdu.com
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